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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name：Wholesale Carrara White Marble Stone Mosaic 3d Cube Floor Tiles

Short Description: This is a Carrara White and Crystal

White marble mixed cube-shaped 3D marble tile. The

cubes are made of three different finishes on the

surface, this is the biggest character of this mosaic tile.

Take it if you like this mosaic pattern.

Model No.: WPM396

Pattern: 3 Dimensional

Color: White And Grey

Finish: Honed & Polished & Grooved

Material Name: Italian Marble, Greece Marble.

Product Detail:

Product Description

This stone 3d tile is combined with marble cubes, the materials we use are Italian Carrara

White Marble and Greece Crystal White Marble to make the chips. The biggest characteristic

of this tile is that each cube is made of three kinds of stone surface process: the polished

surface of the Crystal White Marble chips, honed and grooved surface of the Carrara White

Marble. Many homeowners and designers prefer to use white Carrara marble mosaic tiles to
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decorate their houses. We believe that you can take a fancy to this product because this

3-dimensional rhombus tile is unique and novel in style.

Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: Wholesale Carrara White Marble Stone Mosaic 3d Cube Floor Tiles

Model No.: WPM396

Pattern: 3 Dimensional

Color: White and Grey

Finish: Honed & Polished & Grooved

Material Name: Italian Marble, Greece Marble

Marble Name: Carrara White Marble, Crystal White Marble

Tile size: 210x185x10mm

Product Series

Model No.: WPM396

Color: Grey and White

Marble Material: Carrara White, Crystal White

Model No.: WPM001

Color: Green

Marble Material: Shangri La Green

Model No.: WPM243

Color: Pink

Marble Material: Norway Rosa



Product Application

This Carrara White Marble mosaic 3d stone tile can be used on the floor and wall cladding in interior

remodeling. The surface contains a grooved process that this stone mosaic tile has anti-slip

effectiveness. Therefore it can be used as wet room mosaic floor tiles, marble mosaic shower floor tile,

and mosaic kitchen floor tile. Besides, mosaic kitchen wall tiles and modern kitchen mosaic backsplash

are good choices as well.

Since the color of this mosaic product is relatively simple, it does not need to spend too much time

considering how it should coordinate with the surrounding scenes. White and gray are versatile colors

that go well with most colors.

FAQ

Q: How to seal the marble mosaic tiles?

A: Test the marble sealer on a small area.

Apply the marble sealer on the mosaic tile.

Seal the grout joints as well.

Seal for the second time on the surface to enhance the work."

Q: How long does it take for marble mosaic tiling to dry after installation?

A: It takes about 4-5 hours to dry, and 24 hours after sealing the surface in a ventilation condition.

Q: Will your company exhibit at any fairs?

A: We haven't exhibited in any fairs since 2019, and we went to the Xiamen Stone Fair as visitors.

Abroad exhibitions are under planning in 2023, please follow our Social Media to get the latest news.


